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I IRON BARK 1
The Forms and Methods of Operational
Training According to the Experience of Exercises
by
Lieutenant-General V. Mernov
The appearance of nuclear/missile weapons and
their rapid introduction into all types of armed
forces have caused a radical change of opinion on
a future war, on its beginning, and on the ways of
conducting it.
The enormous destructive power of nuclear
weapons and the capability of their missile carriers
to deliver megaton charges to any point on our
planet give armed forces possessing this weapon
absolutely limitless combat might. Therefore, in
the theory and practice of military affairs we are
devoting our main attention to working . out ways of
employing troops based on the skilful use of nuclear/
missile we: eons, especially in operations in the
initlal pericd of a war. Positive results have
been achieved in this connection.
There is now a new approach to ways of conducting operations in a future war and to several
fundamental problems of the employhept of the
branches of the armed forces and arms of troops.
All this allows one to carry out in a more purposeful way further elaboration of the theory of
operational art and the practice of building up
and training the armed forces with the aim of
improving their constant combat readiness.
In the process of seeking and establishing
contemporary military doctrine, the forms and
methods of the operational training of troops
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‘re also changing. However, this is not happening as
a nisively as the interests of military affairs demand.
Th.1 makes it necessary to give greater prominence in
the 2 ctriodlca1 military press to problems of the
metho‘ t of operational training.
In ,Nis article an attempt is Lade to show the
changes in the forms and methods of operational training, the mai._ ghortcomings in this training, and the
re.sild, in the write.'s view, be
ways in which
eliminated.
Many officers, generals, and adLirals have
basically a correct understanding of o.terational
training, i.e., as a system of measure for the
training of the command element and Stiffs to resolve problems of planning and conduCVng operations
in accordance with the directives ofcne Minister of
Defense. During operational training, unity of views
on operational art are worked out, staffs are knitted
e—together, and officers, generals, and admirals study
ew weapons and combat equipment, get experience in
organizing coordination between formations and in
controlling . troops when operations are conducted at
a high speed. A conFiderA. le role in trrAning
gencr:
041(ers i.. played 1.1' indc. perdit work
on 1rov1n6: their military education, studying new
equipment and the methods of using it, and making
a contribution to working out problems of an operational
character (in the form of working out exercises and
the methods of conducting them, etc.).
The development of the forms and methods of
operational training promotes the development of
operational art and the improvement of the combat
readiness of formations and headquarters. If the
forms and methods of operational training became
too'stiff,however, they can impede the development
of military affairs.
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To understand the significance of the ,forms and .
methods of operational training, one must examine tbem
together with its content. Essentially, the content
of operational training is the theory of operational
art which has taken shape at a given time and rests
upon officially accepted military doctrine. The
forms of operational tr9.ining are considered to be
the various kinds of exercises and studies during
which officers, generals and admirals with staffs
and troops familiarize themselves with combat equipment and check and improve the theory of operational
art.

t's

During operational training, use is made of almost all the forms and methods which were already
known long before the Second World War. Group exercises, short study periods (letuchka), war games
staff training, staff exercises, and command staff
exercises in the field are widely used in fulfilling
operational training tasks.
Despite the sharp, rew;luticnary change in the .
weapons of combat and in the ways of conducting a
battle, operations, and warfare as a whole, very few
new forms and methIlds of operational training have
come into being. The only examples are militaryecientific conferences or; problems of a difficult
nature held at large headquarters and at military

academies and special experimental exercises with
staffs and troops to study new weapons and military

equipment.

Involuntarily, the question arises - Why is it
that during the years when there has been such a
mental advance.
advance. in ihe whole of military affairs,
In little new has appeared in the field of the methods
of operational training? Undoubtedly, one of the
many reasons explaining this is theinadequate attention
paid in military-scientific works to problems of finding
new and more efficient and effective forms and methods
of operational training.
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Historical documents and all the work of the
- XXII Congress of the CPSU provide evidence of the
bold overcoming by cur Party and its Central Committee
of antiquated dogmas;aiso.evidence of the further
creative development of Marxist-Leninist teaching
about Communism and of the practical accomplishment
of tasks to build a CImmurist noc:kety.
In an equal* bold manner, officers, generals,
and admirals must seek ways for the creative resolution of problems concerning military affairs,
particularly problems concerning the instruction of
staffs and troops in accordance with the requirements
of modern warfare. At the same time, the laws of
objective natural deve.vm•nt must nc. t be overlooked;
in other words, old fortis are very often retained
when new factors appear until such time as they promote
* their development. On the ether hand, however, it
must also be taken into account that an old fora may
become a hindrance to the further development of these .
factors, and in vIch a case, the sooner the old form
is discarded the better. Tnls obliges those in
chargeI and military•scientific personnel working in
the field of operatioral trairing,to analyze constantly
and thor3ughly the wt!.)le
f planning and conducting studies and exerc,_ses uith staffs and troops.To determine to what extent the adopted forms
and methods of operational training meet the requirements of the development of operational art, it is
desirable to examine in greater detail at least the
higher forms of the operational training of each type
of the armed forces.
It is known that such a high form of comprehensive
training of staffs and troops is maneuvers, a form
which was extensively used before the war, has become
completely unacceptable and has died out. The organization of training in the form of maneuvers for modern
ground forces, which operate at high speed and over
enormous distances, would call for large and unjusti-

fiable expenditures of motor transport .resources and
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fuel and would also result in damage to fields. In
practice, the operational command-staff exercise in
the field, sometimes with the use of'a small number
of troops for checking calculations, h%s proved to
be a very effective and, comparectwith maneuvers, a
more economica'A. form of training staffs and ground
forces. This form of training is likewise not new,
but it has been modernized to a considerable extent,
many of its old elements have died away, and there
have appeared new ones which are essential for the
development of operational art based on the use of
nuclear/missile weapons. It is quite easy to become
convinced of this, if a comparison is drawn between
the methods of conducting such exercises now and in
the past.
Only a few years ago, when the problem of
planning a breakthrough of the enemy's front was
the central point in the theory of operational art,
the director and directing staff concentrated all
their attention during the command-staff exercise
on working out problems of coordination between
formations of ground forces, other types of armed
forces, and arms of troops,when breaking through
the defense. In this connection, the directing
staff of the exercise tried tc . find stays of bringing
all the work closer to reality by organizing coordination in the field. For this purpose, a meeting was
arranged of commanders of formations at important

points in the sector of the breakthrough, usually
on the main axis. The form in which the exercise
was planned was intended to promote an instructive

working out of the training problems on the ground,
from observation posts. All the subsequent scheme
of the exercise was connected with organizing
meetings of commanders at those positions where the
second echelon of the front was being brought into

battle or where a counterstrike by a large enemy
grouping was to be repulsed. The resolution of such
problems called for the organization of efforts by
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several large units and formations in the field.
Because the problem of breaking through the
enemy's defense front with the use of nucleax/missile
weapons has ceased to be the main one, a radical
change has taken place in the procedure for conducting
a command-staff exercise. Now, the directing staff
of the exercises must pay its main attention to the
employment of nuclear/missile weapons and to skilful
operations by troops following the nuclear strikes,
at high speed and in great depth. This problem is
no less complex and calls for efficient and organized
work on the part of the directiig staff and higher
headquarters in giving assistance to subordinate
staffs at their command posts. For this purpose, a
plan is drawn up and put into effect for checks and
visits to the troops by generals and headquarters
officers.
The main problem now consists of studying and
working out in detail the possible alternatives for
- troop operations in the initial period of a war.
In this connection, the need hits arisen to plan
command-staff exercises for border districts in an
very
initial
ery E•milar
thethY ui21
obtain in the initio3 period of a uar. TL. forces
of the sides, their combat readiness, their resources
in supplies of all kinds, and the operational position
are taken to be as they are according to the information available on the. day of the exercise. _An.
is
--.....itreated,
of
a kind in which the hostile eidemaii-iTiFT-EBEE4
0pattons. Staffs and troops are conffifidTWff with
The situation which they may have to face in the
first days of war. Problems of bringing troops to
combat readiness and controlling them before the
beginning and in the first days of war are worked

out while the staffs are soved up to the lines or

areas which can be regarded as the starting ones
for an invasion of the enemy's territory. Later on,
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carrying out of the offensive operation throughout
the whole depth An accordance with the exercise plan
is effected on maps of the terrain. This enables
the staffs to resolve several problems concerning
the maintenance of troops at combat readiness and
the conduct of combat operations by troops in accordance with their operational role.
Naturally, all the materials relating to the
preparation and conduct of command-staff exercises
of such a nature have their own special features.
The exercise plan must be drawn Up in a strictly
limited number of copies and kept as a top secret .
document of special importance. In the mission there
is no need to create an imaginary grouping of the
two sides; consequently, after an account of the
military-political situation, t is stated that the
epsition
f the two
and da a of a reference nature are given. As the
iTITYFTIENF—Eirktning do not require a iong time
for the study of such a mission (own troops and
enemy troops facing them are under constant study),
the ,exercise can start when the mission is handed
out. At Lxercise "Bury" such a mission contained,
in addition j ar
tasl: for a formation,
and the whcle thitd:wa g1ve:1 the nev. name "a
mission directive" (zadaLiye-direktiva). The plan
for conducting the exercise is Worked out in this
way in order to keep the exercise plan secret. The
director hears all the commander's of formations
personally, not at a big assembly, but with a limited
number of generals and officers present.
Thus, essentially an operational command-staff
exercise in the field borrows only general lines
from the old form, has undergone a change in structure
and in the way in which it is conducted, and can
ensure the attainment of the training aims in conformity with the new demands of operational art. It
allows one to practice bringing staffs and large units,
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maintained in accordance with wartime T/O&E Strength,
mobilizing units and
to full combat readiness,
large units in the appointed time, and moving them
into the areas laid down in the operational plan;
also, to try out various alternatives for the operations
of large units and formations in the initial period
of a war.
Great importance attaches to strict and creative
fulfilment of the instructions of the Minister of
Defense in his operational directive for 1962: "At
exercises and war games an acute instructive situation
is to be created, and ns simplification and indulgence
is to be permitted," One often hears of different
theoretical propositions drawn from experience gained
at exercises. But if the exercise was conducted on
the basis that certain conditions were allowed, then
such conclusions are false and must not be used.
In order that exercises should enable one to draw
conclusions regarding the practicability of a certain
theoretical proposition of operational art, they must
be constructed and conducted on the basesof a scientific, critical substantiation of such important
initial data as the use of new weapons and combat
equ1_T ..-: cat, the possitle loFsez in personnel, arms,
eci -4ment and in the materiel-technical support
means of the sides participating in the exercise,
the anticipated radioactive Contamination, etc.
In 1961, in accordance with a General Staff
plan, operational command-staff exercises in the
field were conducted which, from the aspect of the
reality of the forces drawn in for the two sides
and the conditions of the situation created for

each formation, represented a considerable step
forward. Such exercises were shown to have a flexible form, permitting the siOultaneous inclusion

of the armies of several countries of the Socialist
Camp and of the forces of several military districts
of the Soviet Union in those areas in which they may

take up dispositions before the beginning of war.
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• The PVG,Troops of the ezuntry and e avy ac e
in coordination with the Ground Forces. Each
format;,nn worked out tasks which, in their content,
were close to those which will have to be performed
in accordance with the : . perational situation, while
in the case of some types of Armed Forces the correctness of operatival ca .;.culat1ns and conclusions was
tested by actual operations aa the part of troops.
These exercises served as a beginning for working
out many problems of a th60'etical nature, involving
the moving up of large groupings of troops over large
distances in the perioA cf threat and in the first
days of war. At the same time the specific measures
which border districts must implement without delay
in connection with the need to. move their troops forward a distance of 1,000 to 1,500 km were brought
to light and are continuing to emerge. It is proposed
to implement measures for :Terational, engineer, ”
and materiel-technical support in coordination with
the headquarters of the armies of those countries in
the socialist camp over the territory of which troops
will be moved up in a c .::.ufzined way. It is particularly
important that specific tesz --ut:ons should be found
for problems concerning thP I , c.:nn of fuel supplies,
thc organizatin -4' tte P1,0. zi F!‘let, of comnunications,
and support for cr.)sSing water
Itgoes without saying that during exercises on
such a large scale, successful resolutions could not
be found rapidly for all problems. But it is very.
important that the problems have been brought to
light and raised, and ncm it is passible to complete
work on them in the future in a continuous, painstaking, and specific way during daily life and during
combat and operational training.
One must bear in mind that an operational command
staff exercise may not always be the most suitable
form for working out operational tasks. It is too
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cumbersome. Let us take, for example, the specific
problem of studying the routeslbr the movement of
troops, the bottlenecks on them, as well as the concentration areas in. which divisions have to assemble
after moving. Of course, it is difficult to resolve
this problem at an exercise All headquarters personnel
move according to the situation at night and work out
several problems within tne framework of the whole
on the basis of informatioh provided by dmpires;,
consequently, other for and methods will be required
for the specific study of certain problems which have
arisen. In particular , it is useful to organize
'special field trips by grcups cf generals and officers
for detailed work on ptcnlems arising from the plan
of the operational role of a . certain formation. It
is desirable that each grot:p's work plan should provide for different situations and possible conditions
under which the troops may cover large distances and
also that a definite scope for the work should be
laid down in it. It is useful to make a preliminary
study of the possible ways of resolving the problems
. that have been set before the field trip using either
the seminar exercise method or group exercises.
v:how that the study of routes in
Experien
general does riQt c'mistitute a prAdem; the important
thing is to know the water obstacles which cross the
routes over which our troops will move. The Vistula,
oder, Danube., Rhine, and *any other rivers leis deep
and less wide are on the routes over which our troops
would move-westward; it is necessary to study them
well. Every 800 to 1,000 km in the Western Theater
of Military Operations, troops may encounter 10 to 12
rivers, the crossing of which will call for special
arrangements. It is Lecessary to learn how to
overcome these obstacles because the bridges may be
put out of action by modern means of destruction.
Therefore, it is very tspOrtant to prepare for the
crossing of water barrier's by troops under War
conditions. With this 14 view, it is important to
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check on the spot the approaches to rivers built
during the last war for temporary crossings and to
make provision in advance Or the delivery of crossing
equipment to these spAs. !

We have drawn attention to one group of important
problems, the study of which cannot be delayed until
a routine large comrand-staff exercise is held, all
the more so because solutions to these problems can
be found more easily by other methods. This applies
equally to headquarters, gerierals, and officers Of
other districts and groups of forces, faced with other
tasks, but these to must be studied during the op- erational training rot in an abstract way, but in close
connection with thci requirements dictated by the
operational role of the troops. On this question,
operational directive No.0062 contains direct instructions: "Operational training in main headquarters,...
in military districts .....is to be planned and conducted
with their role in mind."
The forms, methods, and content of the operational
training of each formation of the Armed Forces must
be made subordinate to the Operational role of the
troops and to the requiremert 74 keeping them at the
neces:.,. rry level of comot readiness. To fUltill this requirement in accordance with operational directive
No .0062, in this training year the General Staff is
settingt on the basis of a single planloperational
command-staff exercises fcradlitary districts, groups
of forces and fleets, and is laying down the theme
the aims, the combat complement of the two sides, the
quantity of nuclear warheads allotted , for the operation,
and the general procedure for conducting the exercise.
It is planned to start lithe exercise in each
military district on a signal from the General Staff.
The exercising staff has to report on how the exercise
is going (the decision mad!, the moves of _SQ's-,
the position of the troops at a definite . time) to
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the Chief Operations Directorate of the General
Staff. This will promote reaponsibility for the
information documents (inforMatsionnyy dokument )
that Are worked out and will givepractical experience of the kind necessary in war to officers
and generals in the work of Operational staffs.
Special demands are placed on working out
reliable communications and an efficient reporting
service between the General Staff and the Strategic
Missile Troops. The main task of these troops is
to deliver the first strike without delay and
accurately against the allotted targets. This is
achieved by all-round materiel-technical support
for the units and missiles at the Rites and by high
technical training of the personnel. Therefore, at
exercises of staffs and missile troops efforts are
directed toward organizing the work in a way that
will ensure the preparation of missiles to deliver
a strike within the times laid down for this.
The high degree of cmbat readiness of units
of the Missile Troops demands that the reliability
of control from the General Staff's Command post in
acco:-dance with predetermined signals shobld be constantly checked, especially during the exercises.
At all stages of the exercise, staffs must report

in agreed code to the General Staff on how the ex•rcise problems are being worked out.

From the above it can be seen that the main, and
highest form of operational training of staffs, generals,
and officers of the Ground Forces - a command - staff
exercise in the field . - has undergone changes in the
last few years and has begun to promote more fully a.
comprehensive study of new ways to conduct operations,
and also the bringing of the conditions of the situ-

ation closer to actual conditions which will obtain
in the initial period of a war. As a rule, in
exercises of border districts simulation
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has not been permitted in regard to the border and
in regard to the fcrces and weapons of the two
sides and to . their operational position. The.scale

of the command-staff exercises, as regards the number
of exercising staffs and the exercise area, has
corresponded to the training aims laid 'down before
each exercise. The largest was the Exercise "Burya."
On the side of the "Reds" it included several front
formationts of ground forces and other types of armed
forces. Each.side used a large quantity of nuclear
warheads. This exercise enabled certain conclusions
to be drawn also on problems concerning the planning
of operational command-staff exercises.

It is generally recognized that a two-sided
command-staff exercise enables the directing staff
to conduct the combat operations content not in a
preconceived way, but on the basis Of the decisions
of the commanders of the two sides. Usually a strong
and authoritative directing staff is assigned to con!"duct such an exercise.. Great mobility is demanded
in the work of the directing staff for collecting
information and watching the combat operations of
troops, for analyzing the decisions made by the two
se-. and for conveying the instructions of the
direcLor to the umpires. The complications
involved in organizing a tuo-sided exercise sometimes
compel one to resort to a one-sided exercise.

At Bkercise "Burya" a strong group of generals
and officers from military academies was organised,
and it took the part of the "Blue" eide with the :cards
of its plan under the table, but it was located jointly
with the directing staff. The exercise was carried
out as a two-sided one, but the main attention was
devoted to the "Red" side. • Such a Method brought

the exercise considerably closer to reality and at

the same time greatly reduced the technical difficulties
compared with an actual two-sided exercise and enabled

the problems under study to be worked out in a more
iestructive way. It can be fully recommended for
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command-staff exercises in military districts, where
one of the main shcrtcomings in the procedure for
conducting au exercise is that the directing staff
makes decisions for the "Blue" side at each stage
in advance, even before the exercise has started,
and then tries in every way to tie in the development of combat operaticns with these mapped out
decisions.
On the basis of experience gained in Exercise
"Burya," a no less important conclusion can be drawn
in regard to the organization of the directing staff.
Almost at every command-staff exercise the directing
staff is composed of geLerels and officers from
various directorates, military academies, schools,
and other establishments. Time is never provided to
knit it together. New commanding: officers do not
know their subordinates, and the latter do not know
the duties and requirements they will be called upon
to fulfil in their new appointments. The negative
effect of these regular shortcomings, which as a
rule lead to overloading cf the main, experienced
operators (operator) at tte exercises, is now greatly
aggravated in view of tt'e gwing speeds of offensives,
:FtuaT:on changes, and the
the speed with which
necessity of making an actle caJcultrtion of tht:.
results of each nuclear burst, something which is
still being done by the old method without the use
of automation. It is natural that things were difficult for officers and generals of the directing staff
at an exercise in which each side used a large quantity
of nuclear warheads duricg a few days over an enormous
area, and in which many combined-arms large units were
continuously on the move; but the main thing is that
not everything was done in the way that the situation
demanded, because an individual cannot work successfully without rest, even if he is well trained and
capable. The directing staff apparatus must clearly

be organized to conform with the tasks to be performed.
It must be strong enough so that in its role of a
higher headquarters it can control the headquarters
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and troops drawn in for the exercise, as it would
in war.
In the next few years one will still not be
able to count on easing the work of the directing
staff by means of automation, and consequently more
attention must be paid to organizing and training
it on correct lines.
Experience in planning operational exercises
has been amassed at headquarters. Each exercise
has its own specific features . , which, depending on
the scale and aims of the exercise, are reflected
in the plan, in the ways of conducting the exercise,
and in the organization of the directing staff. But
despite the distinctive features of each exericse,
the directing staffs formed for exercises to some
extent or another will contain groups or individual
officers who will be fulfilling tasks identical in
their nature and content. For instance, the planning
group (gruppa planirovaniya) does the planning of
the exercise for stages and days, works out the plan
for enacting important episodes, draws up the instructions of the director and conveys them to umpires,
and prepares recommendatiors dirted toward attaining
the training aims, taking into account losses in personnel on both sides. The situation or axis group
(gruppa obstanovki iii napravleniya) keeps the maps
of the . operational situation, analyses the decisions
taken by the commanders, processes the information
coming in, and prepares a report for the chief of
staff or the director of the mercies on the state

of the forces of the two sides and the relationship

between them.

For the reproduction of maps and information

about the progress of the exercisoran . information
group (gruppa informateil) le also formed inside
the staff. Often thee, three groups are combined
as an operations department or an operations.

••■■•
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dir•ctorate.
In addition, a critique group.(gruppa satbora)
is formed to prepare reports for the critique by the
director and the chief of the directing staff; an
organisation group (organicatsionnaya gruppa) is
also formed. Theme two groups are usually subordinated
to the chief of the directing staff.
Experience at exercises has shown that it is impossible to separate the work of the planning group
from that of the situation and information group,
and that it is even harmful to do this. Planning
is possible only on the basis of knowledge oh the
situation. In turn, information regarding troop
operations can be understood better if it is known
what instructions have been issued by the director.
of the exercise to the umpires. That is why the.
work of both groups in one combined organ will be
ebnsiderably more productive. This can be seen particularly clearly from the experience of the work of
the directing staff at Exercise "Burya."
The best organ, which has passed the lest of
experience in troop c:7altr J
. 1 and is capable of
carrying out both the planning tasks as well as
the staff work concerned with .the operational
situation and information at an exercise, can be
an axis group which is strong in composition and
doing the staff work for not more than one front,
and at an exercise on the scale of a front - for not
sore than one army. Naturally, such an axis group
must include the necessary number of specialists
in its complement. The total member of officers
will depend on the number of large units and

fOrmatichs operating on the axis concerned, but
.there should be not less than three officers to
an army with a view to organise the work in
shifts. All axis groups are combined in the

operations. directorate or operations'. department.
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There is no need to be afraid of swelling the
strength of the directing staff apparatus at the
expense of officer-operattrs. In doing this kind of
work, officers get good practical experience and
acquire operational knwledge so that the expenditure
of time and eff ..rt is fully justified. In Exercise
"Burya," Marshal of the Soviet Union Comrade
A.A. Grechko expressed dissatisfaction when he learned that only one axis group was dealing with two
fronts and said frankly that the directing staff must
not be reduced at the expehse of operational personnel
and that the directing staff must include a strong
axis group for each front.
The same snould be said also about the complement
of the critique group. Geherals and officers of this
group must be familiar with Staff work, and be present
when the director of the exercise interviews commanders; they must analyze the decisions and the whole
course of the exercise and in the same limited amount
of time must summarize material and write a report.
All this urgently reqvires the selection of experienced
officers for the citique group, and there should be
not less than three cfficers to each army headquarters
participating in the exercise.
Finally, one mvi;t fir.d, v4vs t. train personnel
for the dIrectf_ng staff,
vayious directorates and establiehment3, in .,:..rder to provide officers
with an opportunity to receive training before the
start of the exercise and to display their knowledge
and capabilities.
The question uncle:, discussion is that of setting
up and organizing the directing staff in a way that
would ensure its being able to conduct an exercise
with the use of nuclear/missile weapons. The difficulty

lies in the fact that it is impossible to calculate
the results of each nuclear strike with the authen-

ticity and accuracy required in war, and without
this the course of combat operations and actions
becomes distorted. If one looks at the resolution
of this problem by our probable enemies, then one
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can satisfy oneself that they are faced with the same
problem. In analyses of exercises conducted by them
it is stated frankly that all exercises are planned
for conditions cf waging nuclear warfare, but in view
of the impossibilit), of calculating the results of
the use of nuclear weacK,Ls, they are in reality con, ducted as though conveLtiL:r.1/41 weapons of destruction
were used. It is adzlitted that the time has come to
conduct exercises with the celp of accurate calculations of the results of nuclear strikes, but that
for this one must have a specially trained directing
staff and detailed planning of the exercises.
With the use of aut_aated systems for troop conorganiving and conducting an
trol, the problem
exercise will uuderg'l a radical change. Therrocess
of collecting and processing information and of
determining the expected results of the use of nuclear weapons by the two sides will become much
simpler, as well as the process of preparing the
combat operations introduced fcr the exercise.
All this will bring to ralit7 new forms and methods
of training troops and stJffs, and special scientificresearch work is nsedd r. tcis direction.- The new
forms and methods f exercIses must ensure the
practical working it in varl,us alternatives, of
the operations of all types 4 armed forces and arms
of troops, in the initial period of a war in complete accordance with the operational views regarding
their employment and with due regard to the constant
improvement of combat equipment, armament, means of
communications, and electrGLiCs.
The following most widespread shortcomings have
been noted in the methods of conducting command staff
exercises in military districts. As is known, the
most reliable and effective means of communications
for troop control in operations of a mobile nature
is radio. However, owing to the need to use a code
for conversations and lack of skill on the part of
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officers and generais in wcAing radio.sets, this
form of communicatioLs Is either ignored; if there is
a possibility of uEing line high-frequency communication-Sand radio relay, .c.r c.tiversatiotis take place.
by radio without strict adherence to the security
rules. All this leads to a sLoerficial solution of
contrs: and to the possltraining priems :n
bility of cpei. cDnversatins being intercepzed by
caiemy intelligence. To overcome this Shortcoming,
it is. essential that the directing staff of the
exercise should mr.,re 3fter put out of action the
means of communicatiomwhicn are the most vulnerable
in war - line and radi,:) reLt: - and compel the •
participants in the exercise to make use of radio
communications for tr ,.,T; c:Altr:.:1. To suppress
breaches of the communicatics security rules, e
strict radic watch should ce set-up, and those who
are guilty of security lapses should be punished.
When communications secrecy equipment is available,
/14 becomes much easier to fulfil this task.
Another shortcoming in the methods of conducting
command-staff exercises. u!... icn is also characteristic
in an excessive addiction
, of war games on maps,
on the part of the directing staff cf an exercise .
to so-called cpc:. :Ltiltal 7,4pfr.)gg1ng. This comes
about because the situati . .:x. 'created for a definite
time to work out a set of tralning problems does not
build up in succession (an hour of operational time
to an hour of real time) even for a period of twentyfour hours, but is greatly compressed. Then, after
combat operations have been going on for several
periods of twenty-four hours, the participants. • in
the game are given a new situation in which to work
out (again in a static way) the next training problems
laid down in the plan for the exercise or for the War
game. Such leapfrogging is repeated two or three

tines during an exercise cr a war game, as a result

Of which all problems are actually re0olved in
static circumstandes although the terrain and the
position of the troops of both sides change. When
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sucb. operational leapfrogging cecOrs, it becomes
sible for the participants in the gatercise
or the war tame, *ithia the framework of the dynamics
of a.battle,to work cut all the , probleue involved
in troop control and in using different arms of
troops. For instfince, in static circumstances missile
l VA, specific problems of presoi.e
tro !*:. ps
•
pailug data to destro) groLF-ings i enemy troops,.
because for this one TrA:st carry Out combat reconnaissance of targets bef:;re Isunching the missiles.
Problems of relocating subunits of miesile troops
also cannot be %%crked et. At such a war game,
what happeLs in pract:cc is that ertverol vers:.ons
of the situtirs, cre;%t ,!J for s!.t-term study periods,succeed cne turn, tcnile the operation
as a whole loses its 1 .:,gicAl sevence. In a commandstaff exercise and war game it is necessary to create
a situation whichmeld permit the performance of the
tasks set rot only in static but also in dynamic
situations.
To preclude such ir.ta:ce,l,ding an exercise
or a war game it is essr-lt:.al t: make provisionfor
ti)e operntioral
a definite period after 'a :Leap
i
time correspobd ,:, to
hou;-- and wh:t.
t perf:4T. Io, in dynamic cirit becomes
cumstances, asunder real conditions of warfare. The
high speed of an offensive under modern operations
enables a reduction to be made in the number of
operational leaps during an exercise and provides
possibilities for the participants in it to work
out training problems during the successively .
developing combat operations by the two sides.
Speaking of other forms of operational training
of ground forces, one must take into account that
the significance of each of the* depends directly
on the tasks set for the given training year. During
operational exercises 'last year, serious shortcomings
were revealed in the work of staffs when working out

a decision. Theae deeply ingrained shortcomings lay
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mainly in the sCoRence of a'aility in many officers

and generala to report concisely and clearly their
conclusions based on an estimate of the situation,
and decisions or suggestions for the employment of a
certain arm of troops in the operation. To overcome
these shortcomings, the L,perational directive for
1962 recommends that command *ar games should be
conducted in which the Aitrticinants shwld make
elt-er-&-ef-f-"-"°""-%

t nI nr ity t_lautt
L
l"."11112114140Nailina
- e-reQu
_A, P.r
119rAng successful conduct operations. Therefore,
t5I4-i, ear cogNItt-wlY games war-tructene a very widespread form of training for officers and generals.
Positive examples of conducting games of this
kind are already availaole. At the end of January
1962, a one-sided commaLd war game was carried out in
the Transcaucasa:; -ilitary District on maps under
'ine participating officers from
field conditions
the headquarters f the distrIct and the headquarters
of armies sere the kriav ccmAir.dere, the chiefs of
staff, and the commarAing officers of arms of troops and
of directorates and departments . each in the role of
actua:ly : ‘ , 1c ty him. The training
ploblem,:3 regarQing tL p"..:%nLir.g and conducting of an
operation were worked out by the participants in the
game independently on maps. The director of the war
game - the commander of the troops of the district listened to the reports and assessed in a critical
fashion almost all the pa::ticipants in the game in
succession after the issue of the operational directive
to the front and after the situation data had been

given. The game continued for forty-eight hours.

Officers and generals got good training for fulfilling

their duties at the impending command-staff exercise
in the field with the use of means of communications.

No less useful at the operational assembly of
this military district were the lectures given on

•••■•
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subjects of an cperattona ., nature, and the seminar
periods for the stud y of nuLlear/misvile and cnemical
weapons and the tactical - tenical data on military
equipment.
Skilful coMoinatton of tne various forms and
methods of operational training %Lill make it possible
staffs and troops
to raise the comoat readiness
to a higher level.
In this connecti .nn, mention should be made of
the short-term operational study periods which are
widely practiced at all headquarters and military
academies to-train officers and generals. In their
nature and purpose, tt,e are of the following kinds 7
command, staff, rear services, and special. At the
exercises conducted by tl.1.5 method, one training
problem is usually set and a situation is created
with enough details aLcut the Position of the two
sides to make the attainment %: .f the aims set by the
director possible.
rfriAs are conShort-term
the r:ticipants to
dt:cted with the
to
dewumeotis.andal
make:. decisi*ns and t . pm
test their
J certih pr .)biems concerning
the preparation and c.)nduct uf cperations. Not much

time is required for working out and conducting them.
Depending on the number cf participants, the exercise
can last 3 to 6 houra. At the. exercise thesdirector
either hears the decisizscs ... rally and provides a
critique of them or instruol:s each participant to
present, his decision in writIcg. In the latter case,

the checking of the decisics Made and the critique

must be done as soon a5 pz.ssible.

The main shortcomings of Operational short-term
study periods in practice usually lie in oversimplification of the situation. Tne, trainees in this case
quickly determine the dilectcr's plan and make a
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decision which is the ..1:.vi!.Nu5 one- Therefore, in
working out short-term study periods the director
must find ways of complicating the situation on the
lines of the nature of modern operations, with a view
to ensuring that the most correct decision should emerge
as a result of a deep ana-ysis of all the data describing the p:;siti(:n and the compat capabilittes of
the two Sides.
Sometimes the traininggouls laid down for shortterm operational study periods are far too large:
for instance, in 4 hours to make a decision and plan
' the army's next offensive operation. Such a task
can be done only collectively in that period of time,
and one officer or genera:..., finding himself unable
to cope with the work, will as a result lose confidence
in his powers.
As the most flexible, active, and, in comparison
/Atli others, most easily vi)rked out forms of training
icers and generals,aperati)nal short-term study
nods mtst be perfected ad should be given one of
the imp3rtant places in the system of operational
training.
•
Among the PVO Trc:.ps of the Country, in the Air
Forces, and in the Navy, the operational and operational•/strategic exercise aith trop, usually conducted as
a two-sided one, has beccme firmly established as the
highest form of operational training. As it is essential

in these types of Armed Forces to keep the troops in

a high state of combat capability and readiness, which
dependson the Specific results of the use of combat
equipment and the training of each crew, the command
'staff exercise has become for them an auxiliary training measure, directed mainly toward the training of
,staffs and the command element in how to train with •
troops. The PVO Troops of the Country can consider
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• their task to be fdlfilled only when an enemy aircraft
or winged missile has been shot down in the approaches
to the objeCtive. A . bomber of the Air Forces must
actually evade the art.iair defense on the enemy's
territory and ctroy its objective.. Besides staff
exercises, all this demands the organization and
conduct of two-sided operational exercises with troops
including actual flights by 'ttacking aircraft and
flights by PVO fighters to. intercept them, as well
as operations by antiaircraft missile troops and
radio-technical detection posts.
At such operational and operational-strategic
two-sided'exercises, under conditions corresponding
as closely as possible to the actual situation, all
arms of troops, all staffs, formations, large units,
units, crews, and teams work together to perform
simultaneously the operational, tactical, and combat
tasks in the fullest possible way both for the attacking as well as for the defending side. At the same
time, they serve as a check oP the training and skill
of subunits, crews, and teams and of the ability of
commanders and commanding officers at all levels to
control the troops subordinated to them.,
In 1961, the larf7"rt tvv-eide,1 e> .A, rcise was
Exercis_c "%olna," the Air Torce$ pF.rticipating on
the side- of the "Blues" and the II VO Troop h oi the
Country on the side of the "Reds." According to
the plan, the "Blue" aircraft were to operate on
the axes which are being studied by the probable
enemy

This exercise made it possible to work out the
training problems set to discover the strong and weak

points in the training of the large units and formations
participating in the exercise, as well as to lay down
specific ways to eliminate shortcomings.
Useful experience was also gained in regard to
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the planning and the methods of conducting such
exercises, and this calls for further elaboration.
The plan for the organization of the exercise,
for the directing staff, and for the staff (apparat)
of umpires was worked out on the basis of the experience of all the previous exercises on this scale;
and proved to be efficient in practice. In the
directing staff, a chief operations - directorate was
organized, which included the following: a group
to execute the combat Operations (gruppa rozygrisha
boyevykh deystviy), consisting of two strongly
staffed axis parties - one for the "Red" and the
. other for the "Blue" side; a group responsible for
preparing the critique; an organizational group; a
group to investigate new problems; a group concerned
with the automation and mechanization of control; a
group of the 8th Directorate and a secret section.
Umpires were detailed down to each unit. For
the training of umpires, special instructions were
published, in which were set forth the special duties
of umpires workingitth units and large units operating
both on the "Blue" as well as the "Red" sides. In
addition, the umpires were given instruction during
which they studied the situation, the plan of the
exercise, and te instructions for safeguarding
flights. This instruction was concluded with an
instructive lecture by the deputy director of the
exercise.
Thanks to thorough preparation, the complicated
-two-sided exercise was held without any extraordinary
incidents. However, after the critique it became clear
that the reports which had come in from the umpires
and from command posts did not reflect the course of
the combat operations of the troops of both sides
accurately. Naturally, this precluded an objective
evaluation of the state of preparedness of the staffs,
units, and large units participating in the exercise.
It became necessary to analyze the actual operations
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of the two sides on the basis of more reliable information - the reports which ,came in from the troops.
A more objective picture of the operations of the two
sides could be arrived at only after studying and processing the reports of the "Blue" aviation uaits regarding
tne actual sorties flown by them, the plan for following
air t g rgets by the "Red" radio-technical troops, and
the reperts regarding the operations of "Red" fighter
aircraft units, antiaircraft missile troops, and special
designation units. Without suCh painstaking work, it
is impossible to prepare material for A critiqued an
exercise on such a large scale. This is due to the
following factors - the combat operations of the two
sides are of short duration; in many sectors weather
conditions may be complicated/ ways of assessing the
effectiveness of attacks by fighters objectively under
conditions of jamming are lacking; it is difficult
to detect bombers flying at lbw altitudes and many
antiaircraft missiles cannot participate in repelling
air attacks in view of the need to counter the probable
enemy's actual reconnaissance. We must accelerate
work on a technical solution of the problems connected
with the elimination of these difficulties. In the future,
such exercises should be conducted on the basis of the
existing capabilities of the PY0 Troops of the eountry
and of the Ax Forces. ...!d also on the basis of the
exercise :.1(,.ady conducted. This must
ewperierc;
be reflected above all in the system of trairing staffs
and troops of both sides for the impending exercise.
the

rience of exersjses shows that data regarding
o the extent of the amount of information
to
an
ercise,
wit•r gel I I. 11111111.1q!4*)
given to the two a es
5 tO 7 days n
, as ii done, bu a m -17ITIVIrTEE-BUTI^bf
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the
initial period:
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first
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of a war in expectation of the probable enemy's attack
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are in fact prepared in peacetime; consequently, the
granting of much time to staffs and troops for the
•
study of a new situation creates not simpler but
realistic conciitions.
The assembly of troops for an exercise' is a very
costly undertaking, and so it is necessary also to
"seek other effective ways of preparing and conducting
exer .7ises on such . a scale. At the beginning of an
exercise, during its preparatory phase, it is advisable
to practice working out all training . problems with
staffs without troops, as is usually done at a commandstaff exercise. After a thorough study of . the whole
situation, the next phase of the exercise should be
continued with troops of both sides engaged in combat
operations. By this method, the combat operations
of the large units, units, and subunits participating
in the exercise can be conducted in the most advantageous way.

It should also be considered that when the number
of attacking aircraft is limited, the territory of the
defending side should be correspondingly limited in
size. A disadvantageous proportion of forces on
either sidt. • complicates the•working:out of practical
ways of caT: . yinr out attacks by b)r , bers and inteiition of .E.-ce]led
ceptions by fihkerr. The nt
coefficient s• of correlati:Al of fOceE, whell cw.c!,
attacking aircraft is considered to be two or three,
does not make the situation easier. It is impossible
to combine simulated and real fortes, especially
in a large-scale exercise.
In working out and conducting troop exercises
with large units and formations.of IWO Troops of
the Country ..and-of.the Air Forces, it
: •
is equally important to calculate and Consider the •
possible results of the operations of other types
of armed forces in the first and subsequent nuclear
strikes. A war is waged by the efforts of all types
of armed forces of both sides. The PVO Troops of the
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°wintry fulfil their tasks while other types of
armed forces, especially strategic missile troops,
deliver .crushing nuclear strikes against the
aggressor's objectives, including his nuclear weapon
vehicles. Consequently, WO Troops of the Country
and the Air Forcmmust workout their problems at exercises 'under.realistic conditions, following nuclear
strikes by other types of armed forces, taking into
account the possible reaults of these strikes on the
bases of the enemy's nuclear weapon delivery. vehicles.
In conclusion one must mention that an exchange
of views on the problems of the forms and methods of
operational training will permit the acceleration of
their improvement and the creation of new ones in
accordance with the rapid development of military
art. The readiness of armed forces in peacetime
to wage a future war depends to a considerable degree
on the extent to which the forms and methods of training staffs and troops promote the creation during
training of real conditions, close to the actual
combat situation.
In the general plan for the training of armed
forces, the search for effective forms and methods
of training troops and staffs and the creation of
new techniques for this purpc- n,:st occ : vy jw.t
as important a plac,: as the 1. 6fion Cu f nt,u
of fighting a battle, conducting an operation, and
waging war as a whole.
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